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Welcome to
the Yogibo lifestyle!

Lift up your Yogibo, then push 
down on the surface to create a 
contour that suits you.
Sit down into the hollow you 
created.

Lift up your Yogibo and then sit diagonally on 
it to make it a recliner.

Chair

Recliner

Sofa

Lay your Yogibo flat on the floor. Stretch 
out and push your Yogibo out with your 
heels while arching your back. 

Bed

Lay your Yogibo flat on the floor and sit down in 
the middle.
*Yogibo Roll sold separately.

How to Yogibo

This Guidebook also contains important information to prevent users and others from 

harm and property damage by ensuring that the product is safely and correctly used.

Before using the product, please read this User’ s Guidebook carefully and use as 

described. 

Please keep this Guidebook for future reference. 
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WATCHING SPORTS
An integrated Yogibo collection set up in front of the TV turns any 
living room into a home entertainment space.
Yogibo creates a relaxing space to watch movies, sports or enjoy 
other events.
Don’ t forget to BYO drink and snacks.

Yogibo Roll Turquoise

This body pillow, made using the same 
materials as the Yogibo sofa series, turns 
into a backrest when placed on the sofa.

Yogibo PodX Dark Gray

The drop-shaped beads sofa can be instantly 
transformed into a comfortable chair.

Yogibo Support Dark Gray

The U-shaped design fully supports both the back 
and elbows. It’ s perfect for leaning back to watch a 
long movie.
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01. Outer Cover Washing

02. Cover Replacement

03. Beads Top-Up

When the outer cover is washed and then dried on a 
low temperature setting, the fabric shrinks and returns 
to its original elasticity.
*Check the washing and drying instructions on your Yogibo 

product’s tag.

If you have 2 or more outer covers, when washing one 
the other can be used as a spare. A change in color is 
also good for changing the room’s atmosphere.

A beads top-up will bring your Yogibo product back to life.
Refill beads can be purchased at our online store.

For cover washing instructions, refer to “How to Wash” on 

P7.

To purchase additional covers or refill beads, visit 

our online store.

Maintenance GAMING SOFA
Adding the U-shaped Yogibo Support to the sofa 

creates an armrest sofa ideal for reading or gaming. 

Perfect for enjoying your hobbies and relaxing after a 

hard day at work.

Yogibo Support
The U-shaped design, by fully supporting both the back and 
elbows, provides comfort and reduces arm fatigue when 
gaming or just reading a book.

Yogibo Max
Combining the Yogibo Support creates an armrest recliner.
Adding 2 Yogibo Supports to the horizontal Yogibo Max, allows 
2 people to sit in comfort.

Dark Gray

Blue
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Handling Care

Washing the outer cover

Inner cover maintenance

The safety zipper

Topping up the beads

Washing the outer cover of the Zoola series of products

●Remove the outer cover from the inner, zip it up and wash. 
●As the washing method varies according to product, read the tag attached to your product. 
●After checking that the outer cover is completely dry after washing, put the inner back in. 
Unless the outer cover is completely dry, there is a possibility of color transfer onto clothing or the 
floor and mold growth. 

●If your Yogibo becomes flat, top up the inner with the separately sold beads. 
●Yogibo has a “Safety Zipper” on the inner meaning that the zipper tab has been removed. 
When topping up the beads, hook a paper clip, etc. into the zipper tab eyelet and after securing 
open slowly so that existing beads don’t spill out.

●The Yogibo sofa inner has a “Safety Zipper” 
without a zipper tab to prevent it being easily 
unzipped by children. 
●When zipping or unzipping, hook a paper clip or 
the tip of a safety pin, etc. into the zipper tab 
eyelet to unzip the inner. 
Refer to the illustration on the right to see how to 
thread the paper clip, etc.

●The inner itself cannot be washed. 
●If anything is spilled on your Yogibo, immediately wipe it off with a damp cloth to avoid staining. 
Frequently air in a well ventilated and sunlit space.  

●As Zoola products have been treated with a water-resistant finish, there is a possibility that if the 
Spin Cycle is used that this may result in damage to the washing machine. Do NOT use the Spin 
Cycle. 
●Do not use a clothes dryer or the drying cycle in a washer/dryer. This may result in the PVC coating 
peeling off. 

Other cautions
●Do not wash your Yogibo covers with other clothing.
●Do not iron your Yogibo covers.
●Do not wash any Yogibo products that don’t have a washing instruction tag. 
●If the inner is punctured, tightly bind the opening with a rubber band or similar and stop using the 
product as children or pets may accidentally swallow the beads or inhale them resulting in suffoca-
tion. 
●Do not use detergents containing bleach or fluorescent agents. 
●As the product contains polyurethane, only use neutral detergents or detergents suitable for 
delicates. 
●Given the characteristics of the product, due to sweat, moisture, friction, etc. the colors may fade 
or there may be color transfer. 

01.Remove the outer cover and turn 
     it inside out.

02.Set the washing machine to “Delicates cycle”.

03.Drying

To prevent damage to the fabric, after turning it inside 
out, zip it up.

04.Putting the inner back into the outer cover.

How to Wash

Do not wash the outer cover of a Zoola product inside out 
as the water resistant finish may be damaged.

As the outer cover of Zoola products may lose water 
resistance when dried in a washer/dryer, this should be 
avoided.

To prevent color transfer, wash alone, set the washing 
machine to cold water cycle.
As the cover contains polyurethane use a neutral detergent 
or one suitable for delicate fabrics. Do not use a detergent 
that contains bleach or other fluorescent agents.

Once the outer cover has completely dried, put the inner back in.

Use the drying function on a washer/dryer or hang out 
flat to dry in a shady place.

When machine washing the outer cover of any Zoola 
product, do not use the ”Spin” function. This may damage 
the washing machine.
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Zoola PodX

POOL SIDE PARTY

Zoola Max

Zoola Short
The Zoola Short is the ideal size for a single 
person or a couple. Place it next to the pool to 
enjoy a cool and relaxing time.

Citrus

Able to seat 2 – 3 people making it ideal for a family. 
The water resistant and UV protective cover make it 
perfect for when kids spill drinks, etc. 

Pebble

Royal

The Zoola PodX with its waterdrop-like shape fits you 
perfectly wherever you are sitting. The handle on the 
top makes it easy to pick up and move around. 

The Zoola series is perfectly suited for a garden setting to enjoy a 
summer party. Not only do the water and UV resistant protective 
covers help to prevent water or other liquids soaking into the inner 
even when splashed on from a pool or when drinks are spilled, their 
bright colors are also appealing. 
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For safe use

Cautions when using

●When you buy a new Yogibo product, while the new beads may have a peculiar odor, it is not 
harmful to humans. 
●Normally this odor disappears within a few days to one month. If you find the odor offensive, air 
out your Yogibo product in a well ventilated place.
●The outer and inner covers of the Yogibo sofa are manufactured in either China or Vietnam. *The 
beads are manufactured and the product filled in Singapore. 

●Except when topping up the beads, do not unzip the inner cover. 
●As beads are contained within the inner, if they leak out, they may be accidentally swallowed or 
inhaled resulting in suffocation. 
In particular if toddlers or young children are going to use your Yogibo product, make sure that an 
adult is always present.  
●In the unlikely event that there is bead leakage, do not use your Yogibo. 
If beads get into your eyes or nose, flush out with water. If you inhale beads, call your doctor. 
●Standing up on, jumping on or jumping off your Yogibo may result in falling or unexpected injury.
●Special attention needs to be paid when the elderly or disabled are using Yogibo alone. This may 
result in unexpected injury.
●Do not expose your Yogibo to extremely high temperatures (hair dryer, heater, iron, cigarettes, etc.) 
or extremely low temperatures (dry ice, etc.). This may result in fire or quality loss. 
●Before use on a heated floor or heated carpet, check with the maker to make sure this is safe. 
Particularly certain types of heating may cause heat to build up in the inner. To prevent heat build-up, 
make moderate changes to the seating surface.  
●Do not use the inner without an outer cover. This may not just damage the inner but also cause 
unexpected injury. In addition, the beads may lose their bounce.
●Do not subject your Yogibo to excessive force. (Do not pull on it, stretch it or tear it, etc.) This may 
damage the product. 

●The outer cover is made of an elastic material. While the cover may stretch during use, if washed in 
accordance with the cover handling directions, the fabric will shrink and fit perfectly over the inner. 
●Given the characteristics of the expandable beads, over time the beads will compress creating 
space in the inner. 
When this happens, to extend lifespan just top up the inner with the separately sold beads. 
●Do not leave sharp or pointed items on or near your Yogibo (scissors, box cutters, keys, accesso-
ries, etc.), place those on it or sit down with them in your pockets as they may cut into the cover 
and/or cause beads leakage.
●Do not wash the inner. This may not only damage the inner itself but may also damage the washing 
machine.
●Do not leave your Yogibo for an extended period in a humid environment such as around water, 
where there is poor ventilation, where in direct sunlight or where exposed to wind or rain, as this may 
cause fading, mold growth or tick infestation.
●Do not float your Yogibo on water or intentionally wet it down. Even though some Yogibo products 
are water resistant, water may seep through the fabric or in the seams around the zipper. 
●When coming into contact with moisture or sweat, this may cause color transfer. Be careful not to 
come into contact with your Yogibo when wearing wet clothing as this may result in color transfer. 

Maintaining product quality

For first time buyers of a Yogibo product

BE MORE USEFUL

Traybo 2.0

REMOTE WORK
One Yogibo Max is perfect as a work chair 

or just a relaxing sofa. 

Yogibo’ s vibrant colors not only lift your 

spirits but also increase your motivation to 

work. 

Yogibo Max Orange

Yogibo Max as a chair, recliner, sofa or bed fulfills 
4 functions in one.
When tired of work, lie down and take a break. 
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Recommended *Further cautions
●When using your Yogibo, make sure there is sufficient space around it. 
●Don’t sit on your Yogibo while having a drink. 
●Try to avoid damage caused by pets scratching, biting or having potty accidents. The inner cannot 
be washed. 
●Fold in the tab of the outer cover zipper into the zipper pocket as it may scratch the floor. 
●Your Yogibo is not suitable for use as a float or pool toy. 

Disposal
●When disposing of your Yogibo, comply with local government regulations or drop it off at your 
nearest disposal center. 
Yogibo sofas, etc. should be disposed of as oversized garbage. 

Cautions when using

*The warranty does not cover the following:

1.Damage or destruction due to willful acts, negligent use or other external factors. 

2. Unavoidable wear caused by daily use. 

3.When purchased from unauthorized stores

One year warranty for the inner and outer covers

Returns ＆ Exchanges

●If during ordinary use this causes damage to the seams, a faulty zipper or bead leakage, a 
replacement product will be provided. 
●A replacement inner or outer cover will be provided if within one year from the date of product 
arrival. 
●Request for replacement should be made by e-mail. 

[Ex.] Damage caused by pet bites, scratches, etc. / Damage due to care or maintenance outside the 
recommended care or maintenance methods.
(Use of bleach, etc.) / Damage due to use of the product other than for its intended use purpose. 

[Ex.] Purchased at an auction or a flea market. / Purchased from any retailer other than one managed 
by WEBSHARK Inc.

While we pride ourselves on the exceptional quality of our products, in the unlikely event that there 
is any damage to or dirt on our product, or a shipping error has resulted in delivery of the wrong 
product, please contact us within 14 days from the delivery date.
Returns will be accepted or an exchange product will be promptly provided.

Returns will be accepted within 14 days from the date of delivery provided that the package has not 
been opened, the product is as new or it has not been used.
The customer is responsible for all processing fees and shipping costs incurred as a result of the 
return. For further inquiries, please contact our inquiry center as listed below.

Returns or exchanges will not be accepted or made 14 days or more after the purchase or delivery 
date.

[Ex.] Loss of bounce due to product aging, pilling, or cover stretching. / Fading due to repeated 
washing. 

Scan the QR code, then make inquiries 
using the e-mail form available in our 
online store.

Handling of Personal Information

Webshark Inc. 3-6-5 Kawaramachi Chuo-ku Osaka city Japan 5410048

Partner with Switchnovate 80 Robinson road Singapore 068898

E-mail Inquiries

Inquiries ＆ Manufacturer

Scan the QR code, then access our 
online store to confirm our privacy policy.
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